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III. Course objectives
The lecture presents classical and modern methods for functionals’ minimizations and classical and modern theory of partial differential equations and helps learning basic concepts of partial differential equations theory and develops capacity of theoretical analysis of some equations from physics.

IV. Course contents
Calculus of variations. Introduction. Examples. Variation of first and second order of a functional. Variational problems for different functional.
	Elements of functional analysis. Fourier series.
	Partial differential equations. Introduction. Examples from physics. Clasifications.
	The canonical form of partial differential equations. 
	Separation of variables method. 
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VI. Thematic of didactic activities per weeks
Calculus of variations. Utility. Examples. Problems that lead to minimization of a functional (Problem of Dido, brahistocron’s problem).
	Problems that lead to minimization of a functional (problem of equilibrium shape of a hard wire; problem with variable border). Formulation of variational problem. Fundamental lemmas in calculus of variations. Applications to variational calculations.
	Calculus of variations. Variation of first and second order of a functional. Examples. 
	Necessary conditions of extreme. Euler’s theorem and equation. Particular cases. Applications.
	Calculus of variations. Generalization of Euler’s equation. Variational problems for different functional (functional that depend on multiple functions; functionals that depend on superior order derivation). 
	Extreme conditioning problems. Problems with variable border. Applications. Test paper.
	Notion of partial differential equation. Partial differential equations of first order. Notations. Applications.
	Partial differential equations. Examples from physics (equation oscillatory processes; diffusion equation; equation of stationary processes). Clasifications of differential equation of second order..Applications.
	The canonical form of partial differential equations of second order with two independent variables. 
	The canonical form of partial differential equations. Problems that are attached to partial differential equation of second order (heat equation, equation vibrant chord; Cauchy problem for equation chord vibrant, mixed problem for equation vibrant chord).
	Problems that are attached to partial differential equation of second order (Poisson's equation, Dirichlet problem for Poisson's equation, Neumann problem for Poisson's equation). Applications.
	Separation of variables method. Mixed problem for equation vibrant chord. Utility. 
	Special functions applied in variable separation method (Legendre’s polinom; recurrence formula; diferential equation of Legendre’s polinom). Applications.
	Separation of variables method. Dimensional heat equation. Laplace equation (rectangular area, circular area). Applications.






VII. Didactic methods used
Description, explanation, conversation, fixing and building knowledge, demonstration with the execution table, exercise.




VIII. Assessment
Final grade consists of:
   A seminar paper. Share 15% 
   The laboratory work. Share 15%
   Evaluation topics and homework during this semester. Share  10%
   Automatically score. Share 10%
   Final paper. Share 50%






IX. Additional references
R. Precup, Ecuatii cu derivate partiale, Casa de editura Transilvania Press, C-N 1997.
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